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By Dwayne Joseph

Brown Girls Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 280 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x
0.6in.Fans of John Grisham and Mary Higgins Clark will love this suspenseful rollercoaster ride that
doesnt let up until the very end Psychiatrist Allen Kline is forced to make the agonizing choice of life
over death when a killer approaches him with the horrific news that he has abducted Allens two
sons. Who the killer is and why he has chosen Allen to victimize is a question the doctor struggles to
answer. What he discovers just may haunt him forever. Things arent always what they seem
Detective Ben McCallum is on a mission. Someone is viciously murdering little boys and Ben knows
the pain all too well. His son was one of the victims and now, its up to Ben to bring the killer to
justice . . . before two more young boys die. As Ben struggles to put aside his personal demons to
track a killer hellbent on revenge, hell discover the killers motives hit close to home and everyone
will discover things arent always what they seem. In Strict Confidence is an intense, harrowing tale
that will shock, surprise and satisfy readers with each...
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ReviewsReviews

These kinds of publication is the ideal pdf o ered. It generally is not going to expense too much. I am just delighted to let you know that this is actually the
very best book i have go through inside my very own life and might be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Mabelle Schoen-- Mabelle Schoen

Great e book and beneficial one. It is amongst the most awesome pdf i actually have read through. You wont feel monotony at at any time of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Dorothy Daugherty-- Dorothy Daugherty
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